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ABSTRACT

Calling context has been widely used in many software development processes such as testing, event logging, and program analysis. It plays an even more important role in data race detection and performance bottleneck analysis for multi-threaded programs. This paper presents DACCE (Dynamic and Adaptive Calling Context Encoding), an efficient runtime encoding/decoding mechanism for single-threaded and multi-threaded programs that captures dynamic calling contexts. It can dynamically encode all call paths invoked at runtime, and adjust the encodings according to program’s execution behavior. In contrast to existing context encoding method, DACCE can work on incomplete call graph, and it does not require source code analysis and offline profiling to conduct context encoding. DACCE has significantly expanded the functionality and applicability of calling context with even lower runtime overhead. DACCE is very efficient based on experiments with SPEC CPU2006 and Parsec 2.1 (with about 2% of runtime overhead) and effective for all tested benchmarks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Calling context is critical for understanding dynamic behaviors of large programs. It plays an important role in a wide range of software development processes and large applications such as testing [11], debugging and error reporting [12, 16], performance analysis [19], program analysis [20], security enforcement [10], and event logging [5]. For example, programmers frequently examine calling context during debugging in the form of stack backtracing. Stack backtracing is a simple but expensive method, so it is used only when programmers require interactions in debugging or when a program failed with core dumps. Recently, data race detection or debugging for multi-threaded programs consider more than the immediate circumstances of failures [5] and more efforts have been focusing on identifying the root causes of bugs. Analyzing or debugging failures often involves recording runtime information continuously during an execution. For example, memory access information is recorded by dynamic race detectors. Calling context information is critical and helpful in analyzing the detected data races and locating the instructions which contributed to the data race. However, some online methods for computing calling contexts, such as stack-walking and maintaining the current location in a calling context tree, are too expensive in terms of time and space to be commonly adopted. As a result, most tools resorted to record only static program locations. Calling context information is also proved to be very helpful for event log analysis. In [21], calling context information reduces the events logged, and after removing redundant events in the replay log, the replay could be much faster. In this improved event logging process, context information was collected through stack-walking. This would incur significant runtime overhead. Therefore, a more efficient calling context identification method for multi-threaded applications is called for.

To identify the dynamic execution path efficiently, methods based on path encoding algorithm [3, 18, 1] are proposed. However, these methods use static encoding so that they work only on complete call graph. For applications
containing indirect branches (indirect jumps and indirect calls), existing methods need to identify the targets of indirect branches using static pointer analysis or training runs. This causes negative impact on practicability, and prevent existing methods from being widely used.

This paper presents DACCE (Dynamic and Adaptive Calling Context Encoding), which can work on incomplete call graph. It can dynamically encode all call paths invoked at runtime, including call paths in dynamically loaded libraries. It does not need source code analyses (for example, points-to analysis) or offline training to assist context encoding. In addition, since DACCE is based on dynamic instrumentations, it can only encode paths that are actually invoked during execution. It also can collect information at runtime, and in return, could be used to support more efficient encoding/decoding for complex applications with numerous calling paths. Compared to existing context encoding methods, DACCE does not require training based static profiling. Since DACCE is implemented as a shared library, it could work with other tools more easily. Some researchers may be concerned about the runtime overhead of dynamic binary instrumentation that DACCE might incur. Our prototype has shown that DACCE yields even lower runtime overhead than existing static encoding methods due to its adaptive encoding approach.

Nowadays, increased parallelism has been the driving force in computing rather than increased clock rates. This ongoing shift toward multicore paradigms has rendered more and more applications multi-threaded. DACCE is designed to serve both multi-threaded and single-threaded programs efficiently.

The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

- We propose a dynamic context encoding algorithm which can efficiently encode all function calls invoked at runtime. It can work on incomplete call graph. A decoding algorithm for the dynamic encoding method is also provided.
- We propose an adaptive encoding method which can adjust the encodings according to program’s runtime behavior.
- Our work expands the applicability of context encoding methods to more applications.
- We have implemented DACCE prototype system and evaluated it using SPEC CPU2006 and Parsec 2.1. Experimental results show that DACCE can be practically applied for both single-threaded and multi-threaded code.

2. MOTIVATION

2.1 Background: Context Encoding

In [3], Ball and Larus proposed an efficient algorithm (BL algorithm) to encode intra-procedural control flow paths taken during execution. PCCE [18] leverages the Ball-Larus (BL) control flow encoding algorithm to encode acyclic contexts.

One simple example of context encoding method is illustrated in Figure 1. In the figure, instrumentation is marked on control flow edges and node annotations (i.e. numbers in boxes) represent the number of calling contexts. In the example, only the edge CD needs to be instrumented by "id = id + 1", then the contexts of any point in execution can be clearly distinguished.

In the existing method, it first computes the number of contexts for each node in a topological order. It then traverses each node n to encode the call edges and insert instrumented code. Each node n is encoded by the numbers in the range of [0, numCC(n)], in which numCC(n) represents the number of calling contexts of node n. For each edge e =< p, n, l > (n is the current node, p is the parent of n, and l is the callsite), the instrumentation is added before and after the call site l. Before l, the context identifier id is incremented by the sum of all preceding caller’s numCCs; after l, id is decremented by the same amount.

2.2 Our Goal and Issues

In this paper, we aimed to design a context encoding method, which can be easily applied to a larger scope of applications. To achieve this goal, the following issues should be efficiently solved.

Issue 1: Extra profiling runs and static program analysis caused by indirect calls.

For static encoding, we need to know the complete call graph before encoding. To identify all targets of indirect calls, points-to analysis is needed in previous approach such as PCCE [18]. Due to the conservative nature of points-to analysis, many possible but unlikely targets would be identified. In real runs, the actual number of targets may be much smaller than what was identified. That means there are many false positives among the identified targets. Large programs with many function pointers have more identified targets, which results in a greater maximum encoding range. For programs written with Object-Oriented Languages, in which indirect invocations are more common, this problem would become more serious. In existing context encoding methods [18] to reduce the runtime overhead incurred by indirect calls, profiling runs are used to identify the likely targets. This adds extra burden on users or application developers.

In many real programs, such as the Apache web server and Firefox, some libraries (software plugins) are dynamically loaded. The functions in these libraries are usually invoked via function pointers. The targets of these function pointers are determined at runtime, so they cannot be identified even with points-to analysis. Because the mapping address of libraries may vary across runs, profiling runs may not work well either. Therefore, we should have a more robust method that can encode the call paths that contain indirect calls
dynamically instead of relying on pure static analysis with profiling.

**Issue 2: Dynamic loading and call paths within shared libraries.**

For function calls to shared libraries, we do not know the real targets of function calls to shared libraries before link time. Because the mapping address of a library varies across runs, we cannot use profiling runs or source code analysis to get the real targets either. Therefore, a dynamic encoding mechanism is needed to encode the function calls via PLT (Procedure Lookup Table). Though the existing method can be extended to encode PLT calls by annotating and encoding the call graph post link time, it will add a large number of library functions in the call graph. Because some library functions (for example, fprintf) are likely to be called from many different call sites, the required encoding space will increase dramatically and result in insufficient encoding space that may exceed the 32 bit integer range. Therefore, a more efficient encoding method is needed to handle the function calls to shared libraries.

**Issue 3: Efficient in encoding space and time.**

At runtime, only a fraction of call paths will be actually executed. However, static encoding methods will encode all paths in the call graph/control flow graph, this may incur extra overhead and cause insufficient encoding space. To avoid this problem, we need an encoding method which can only encode the call paths actually invoked during execution.

The calling context recording method is usually used in debugging, event logging or analyzing tools. In data race detectors or event logging tools, the correct run must be reasonably fast. Therefore, the overhead of obtaining the runtime calling context should be kept low. To reduce the runtime overhead, existing methods usually use profiling runs to identify the hot and cold call edges. For programs with different execution behavior with varying input datasets or different interferences among threads, static profiling of hot call paths may be inaccurate. These tools may record a large number of context-sensitive events online since they do not know which ones might be relevant for error reporting. To reduce the log file growth, the context sensitivity information must be compressed. Therefore, we would like to build an adaptive method, which requires less work from users and can adjust the encodings according to program’s execution behavior.

**Issue 4: Avoid interfering with the compilation/optimization of client programs.**

To compute the encodings of calling paths at runtime, we need to instrument the client program. Source instrumentation may interfere with compiler optimizations such as inlining and tail call elimination. This will cause the execution behaviors of the instrumented program to be different from real runs. Moreover, it is difficult to obtain the source code of commercial application software. For dynamically linked programs, it is also very difficult to encode the call edges in libraries using source instrumentation. Therefore, we should consider taking other approaches to compute the calling contexts such as dynamic binary instrumentation.

**Issue 5: Multi-threaded programs.**

For multi-threaded programs, there are several new encoding issues. As discussed in [18], since all functions may operate on the context identifier id, it is declared as a global variable. However, in multi-threaded programs, each thread should have independent calling contexts at runtime. If the context identifier is still globally shared, all threads will operate on the same id. In this case, the context encodings of all threads are added to the same context identifier, and it generates a meaningless or misleading encoded path value. Therefore, each thread should operate on private context identifiers at runtime. A straightforward method is to create a global variable (used as context identifier) for each thread. In this way, the encoding process of all threads would not affect each other. However, to do this, we need to generate separate instrumentation code for each thread. This could lead to code bloat, synchronization errors and other issues.

### 2.3 Key Challenges

In this paper, we aimed to dynamic and adaptive calling context encoding algorithm. It can dynamically encode all function calls invoked at runtime and adjust the encodings according to program’s execution behavior. Its overhead is low and its captured calling context is precise. Such an algorithm has two main challenges:

**How to handle newly identified call edges?.**

Existing encoding algorithms only work on complete call graph. To encode newly identified call edges at runtime, a new encoding algorithm is needed.

**How to ensure the collect path ids be correctly decoded?.**

As discussed above, to reduce the time and space overhead incurred by context profiling, we need to adjust the encodings according to application’s runtime behavior. After adaptive encoding, the encodings of call edges may change, so the decoding algorithm should ensure that the collected path ids can be correctly decoded.

### 3. Dynamic Encoding Method

DACCE encodes the function call edges invoked at runtime. It starts with a call graph containing only function “main”. Initially, only the entry function “main” is instrumented and all function calls (including indirect calls, tail calls, PLT calls, and normal calls) are replaced with instrumentations to invoke a runtime handler. When a function call is called for the first time, the runtime handler will be invoked to take care of a) adding the current call edge to the call graph, and b) inserting code to save and restore the context encodings before and after the instruction call. Function calls inside the target function of the current call are also replaced with “call to RuntimeHandler”. Call edges are added to the call graph after their first invocation, so the call graph expands as the program runs, and only the call edges that are invoked in the current execution are encoded.

The newly invoked call edges are not encoded immediately. Only when the newly added edges exceed a threshold or the frequently executed call paths are not encoded, the whole call graph is re-encoded. The reason not to encode newly called edges is to minimize encoding time, which is part of the runtime. We perform re-encoding only when sufficient information is gathered. This follows the principle
of dynamic optimization. The complete call path may be divided into sub-paths by the unencoded call edges at runtime. Similar to the way PCCE handles recursive and indirect calls, we use a stack to save the encoding context before invoking unencoded call edges (in this paper, we call the stack ccStack). For call paths containing unencoded call edges, the context encoding is composed of current context id and the content on ccStack.

Since the context encodings of sub-paths are saved in ccStack, we must find a way to indicate whether the context encoding on the top of ccStack should be popped or not at each round of decoding process. For example, in Figure 2(a), edge AD is not encoded. Assume the current function is D, the current id = 0, and the ccStack has an entry <0, A, D>\(^1\). This context encodings can be decoded into AD or ACD. While decoding, we need a method to decide which edge (AD or CD) was taken. In [18], to correctly decode the call paths contain recursive or indirect calls, it uses dummy edges to indicate whether there are context encodings of sub-paths saved on ccStack. However, it needs a complete call graph before encoding, which is not available with our dynamic encoding approach.

We can see that there is a maximum encoding value (we call it maxID for short) after the call graph is encoded. Though the call graph is incomplete in our dynamic encoding approach, the maxID is always the maximum possible encoding value at runtime. That is, the possible encoding value at runtime is within the range \([0, \text{maxID}]\). Therefore, we can use the numbers in the range of \([\text{maxID}+1, 2*\text{maxID}+1]\) to indicate if there is an unencoded call edge in current sub-path.

As discussed above, the unencoded call edges would divide the complete path into several sub-paths. The head function of a sub-path must be the target of an unencoded call. In such case, we can set the context id to maxID+1 and save encoding context (including current call site and context id) before invoking an unencoded call edge. If the sub-path is acyclic, each function would appear at most once in it. Therefore, the target function of the saved call site is the head function of current sub-path. In this way, the unencoded call edges can be correctly identified. More details are introduced in the following sections. In summary, this novel encoding approach is to effectively deal with incomplete call graphs that the dynamic encoding approach must handle.

\(^1\)The call site in the tuple should be the address of the CALL instruction. For simplicity, we use the name of caller function to indicate the call site in the examples.

### 3.1 Normal Function Calls

**Algorithm 1 Decode a calling context**

**Input:**
- id: the encoding id
- ifun: the function at which the encoding was emitted
- ccStack: the content on ccStack when the encoding was emitted

**Function AdjustID**
1. if id > maxID then
2. id ← id - (maxID+1)
3. onstack ← true
4. end if

**Function Decode(id, ifun, ccStack)**
5. onStack ← false
6. AdjustID()
7. cc ← <ifun,>
8. while true do
9. while id = 0 and onstack=true do
10. <id,cs,target> ← ccStack.top()
11. if ifun=target' then
12. onstack ← false
13. e=<p,n,c> ← getEdge(cs',ifun)
14. if e is a back edge then
15. <id, cs, target, count> ← ccStack.pop()
16. else
17. <id, cs, target, count> ← ccStack.pop()
18. end if
19. ifun ← p
20. cc ← <ifun, cs, target, (count)>
21. AdjustID()
22. else
23. break
24. end if
25. end while
26. for each e=<p,ifun,cs> ∈ E do
27. if En(e) ≤ id < En(e)+numCC(p) then
28. ifun ← p
29. cc ← <ifun, cs> • cc
30. id ← id - En(e)
31. break
32. end if
33. end for
34. if CcStack.empty() and e=null and id=0 then
35. break
36. end if
37. end while
38. print cc

For normal calls, the runtime handler is invoked at their first invocation. Initially, all functions calls are patched with invocations to the runtime handler. The invoked edge is added in the call graph, but that edge is not encoded until the next re-encoding process. After that, instrumentation code are generated and patched. At the end of the runtime handler, the control will return to the newly generated code, and the call instruction will be executed.

As discussed above, sub-paths that contain unencoded call edge should be encoded by the numbers in the range of \([\text{maxID}+1, 2*\text{maxID}+1]\). While decoding, if encoding id is in the range \([\text{maxID}+1, 2*\text{maxID}+1]\), it indicates that current sub-path is separated by an unencoded call edge. As depicted in Figure 2(b), after instrumentation, the current context id, the call site and the target (i.e. <id, callsite, target>) in the figure) are pushed onto ccStack before function call, and id is set to maxID+1. After the target function returns, id is restored to its previous value. In the example shown in Figure 2(a), since the context id is set to maxID+1 before the function call, the call path after
function D would be encoded to a number within \([\text{maxID}+1, 2\times\text{maxID}+1]\). Besides, the encoding context before invoking function D is also saved.

Consider the example context AD. When A invokes D, the id, callsite and index of function D (the entry address or a unique index of a function) are pushed onto \(ccStack\). After id value is pushed, it is set to 1 (in the example call graph, \(\text{maxID}=0\), so \(\text{maxID}+1=1\)). As a result, it is encoded as a sub-path A with id=0 on the \(ccStack\) and the encoding of current sub-path D is 1.

If there is more than one unencoded call in the call path, the encodings before all unencoded calls will be saved on \(ccStack\). Therefore, any level of unencoded calls can be handled. For example, suppose the full call path is \(A \rightarrow B \rightarrow C \rightarrow D\), in which edge AB and CD are unencoded call edges. Because AB and CD are un-encoded, the full path ABCD is now divided into sub-path A, path BC and sub-path D. When the edge AB is invoked, the encodings of sub-path A will be pushed on \(ccStack\), and id is set to \(\text{maxID}+1\). While edge CD is invoked, the encodings of sub-path BC would also be pushed on \(ccStack\). Therefore, the full path is encoded with id = \(\text{maxID}+1\), and with tuples \(<0, A, B>, <\text{maxID}+1, C, D>\) on \(ccStack\).

The decoding algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. It takes the context id, function index, and content of \(ccStack\) as part of its inputs. In the algorithm, \(ccStack.top()\) is the top entry of \(ccStack\). On \(ccStack\), each entry has three or four elements, which is the context id, the callsite, the index of target function (target), and the number of repetitive recursions (count). At line 13, function \(getEdge(cs', ifun)\) returns the edge which is at callsite \(cs'\) and ends with ifun. If such edge does not exist, it returns NULL. For edge \(e = <p, n, cs>\), \(p\) is the caller, \(n\) is the target function and \(cs\) indicates the callsite.

Intuitively, it decodes one acyclic sub-path at a time, until all encodings saved on \(ccStack\) are decoded. In the algorithm, lines 9-25 handle unencoded call edges. An acyclic sub-path is decoded by lines 26-33. We use a flag (onstack) to indicate if there is an unencoded call edge in a sub-path. In the decoding process, if the current sub-path encoding is greater than \(\text{maxID}\), we will adjust the id and set the onstack flag (as shown in lines 1-4). Since the unencoded call edges divide the complete path into acyclic sub-paths, each function would appear at most once in a sub-path and the head function of a sub-path must be the target of the saved callsite. Therefore, we first try to match the decoded context with the call edge on the top of \(ccStack\) in each round of decoding process (as shown in lines 9-11).

Consider an example of decoding a context. For the call graph in Figure 2, assume the current function is D, the current id = 1, and \(ccStack\) has an entry \(<0, A, D>\). Since id is greater than \(\text{maxID}=0\), the value of id is adjusted and the onstack flag is set. Then, the entry in \(ccStack\) is popped since \(ifun = \text{target}'\), and function A becomes the starting point. After this, the \(ccStack\) is empty and id = 0, so the decoding process terminates, and calling context AD is decoded.

### 3.2 Indirect Calls

As discussed above, DACCE does not need points-to analysis or profiling runs to identify the targets of indirect calls since the targets of indirect calls will be identified at runtime. DACCE handles indirect calls in a similar way to normal calls. Initially, the indirect calls are also replaced with instructions that invoke the runtime handler. After their first invocation, the indirect calls are also patched. The instrumented code after their first invocation is shown in Figure 3(b). As shown in the figure, before the indirect invocation, the current context id, the callsite and the target (i.e. \(<id, callsite, target>\) in the figure) are pushed onto \(ccStack\), and id is set to \(\text{maxID}+1\). After the target function returns, id is restored to its previous value. To identify the targets of indirect calls, the runtime handler is invoked before each indirect invocation. In the runtime handler, the target function node and the corresponding call edge are added to the call graph.

Consider the example context ACEI. When C invokes E by an indirect call, the id, callsite and index of function E are pushed onto \(ccStack\). After id value is pushed, it is set to 5 (in the example call graph, \(\text{maxID}=4\), so \(\text{maxID}+1=5\)). As a result, taking the remaining path EI leads to id=7. Therefore, the final encoding result is id=7, and the \(ccStack\) has an entry \(<0, C, E>\).

This context encoding can be decoded by Algorithm 1. Since the id is greater than \(\text{maxID}\), the id will be adjusted and the onstack flag will be set. After the first iteration of the outer loop, the sub-path EI is decoded. In the next iteration, since id = 0, onstack = true and ifun = target’, the entry in \(ccStack\) is popped and function C becomes the starting point. After this round, the value 0 on \(ccStack\) is decoded to the sub-path AC. The two sub-paths constitute the full calling context ACEI.
After re-encoding, the identified targets of indirect calls are encoded separately (as depicted in Figure 3(d)). This instrumentation method is effective with a small number of indirect targets. If an indirect call has a large number of targets, it will probably incur many extra comparisons for each invocation. We have observed such cases in several benchmarks, such as 400.perlbench, 445.gobmk, and so on. To avoid the overhead incurred by extra comparisons, a new instrumentation method was developed (as shown in Figure 4). While instrumenting an indirect call, if the number of identified targets exceeds a threshold, the identified target addresses and corresponding coding of the indirect call edges will be saved in a hash table. At runtime, the instrumented code will first calculate the hash value by the target address of current invocation. Then the value saved in the hash table is compared with the current target address. If they are equal, the coding saved in hash table are added to the current id; if not, the encodings are saved in ccStack and runtime handler is invoked.

DACCE identifies invocation targets dynamically, so it avoids many false positive targets affecting the encodings. Compared with PCCE, our method has less instrumentation and requires a smaller encoding space. Once again, this method does not need any program analysis or profiling runs to deal with indirect call targets.

3.3 Recursive Calls
Figure 5(a) gives an example call graph which contains one recursive call. Since we do not know whether the call edge is a recursive call, the recursive call is treated as a normal call at its first invocation.

Consider the context ADACDAD. It is encoded as $id = 1$ and 4 entries $<0,A,D>, <1,D,A>, <1,D,A>$ and $<1,A,D>$ on ccStack. Since the current $id$ is greater than maxID, so the id will be adjusted and the onstack flag will be set. After that, we can get $id = 0$. Next, sub-paths $AD$ and $DA$ will be decoded by lines 9-25 of the algorithm, and sub-path $ACD$ will be decoded by lines 26-33. In the next iteration, sub-paths $DA$ and $AD$ are decoded. Eventually, we obtain the calling context ADACDAD.

As discussed in section 3, to correctly decode the full call path, we should ensure that each sub-path is an acyclic path. That is, the full call path should be divided into several sub-paths by uncoded and recursive calls. Therefore, the recursive calls will not be encoded while re-encoding the call graph.

For highly repetitive recursive calls, the ccStack could grow very fast. This will incur runtime overhead, as well as space overhead for storing the collected calling contexts. In DACCE, we compress the repetitive paths in ccStack with a counter which records the number of repetitions. As shown in Figure 5(e), while encountering a recursive call at runtime, the value of id and callsite in the top entry of ccStack are compared with current id and callsite. If they are equal, the code to increment the counter (ccStack.top().count++) will be executed; otherwise, the code to push the current id and callsite onto ccStack will be executed. In both cases, the id will be set to maxID+1 before the recursive call.

4. ADAPTIVE ENCODING METHOD
To further reduce the runtime overhead of DACCE, we propose an adaptive encoding method, which adjusts the encodings according to collected calling contexts. At runtime, some of the collected contexts will be decoded to extract runtime information. The re-encoding process will be initiated when the following cases are detected:

- The number of identified call edges reaches a threshold.
- The frequently invoked call paths have changed.
- The ccStack is frequently accessed.

For multi-threaded programs, we should first stop the execution of all threads. In our system, we register a signal handler for all threads in the process to suspend the threads at runtime. After the program is suspended, the collected contexts are analyzed and the call graph re-encoded. In the adaptive encoding procedure, the following actions will be taken:

- Decode the collected contexts, mark the frequently invoked call edges.
- Encode the whole call graph, and adjust the encodings according to the invocation frequency. The most frequently invoked edge will be encoded with 0. The edges encoded with 0 do not need instrumentation, the runtime overhead will be reduced.
◊ Analyze the contents on ccStack of collected contexts. If they are highly repetitive, adjust the encoding algorithm on recursive calls to compress the saved contexts on ccStack.

◊ Instrument the program with the new encodings.

After instrumentation, the current id and entries on ccStack are regenerated according to the new encodings. The return address of all active functions on the stack should be modified to corresponding addresses in newly generated instrumentation. After the adaptive encoding process, all threads will be resumed, and the program will continue executing.

4.1 Decoding mechanism with re-encoding

With adaptive encoding method, the call graph is growing dynamically as the program runs. To correctly decode a recorded context, we need the exact call graph and the encoding information when the context is recorded. Therefore, we use a global timestamp (gTimeStamp) to tag the collected contexts. After each re-encoding process, gTimeStamp will be incremented by 1 to indicate the call graph has been changed. Figure 6 illustrates the decoding mechanism. All collected contexts are tagged with gTimeStamp. In our system, the information that is needed when decoding a context id is stored in Edge and Node structures respectively. Edge._encoding is the encodings of an edge, and Node._numCC is the number of contexts of a function. maxID is the maximum path encoding value for the call graph when gTimeStamp is n. These three elements constitute a decoding dictionary. While decoding, we will use gTimeStamp to select the respective decoding dictionary.

5. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

5.1 Function calls to shared libraries

For function calls via PLT (we call them PLT calls in this paper), we can encode these call edges at runtime after all needed libraries have been loaded. Since some library functions (for example, fprintf) are likely to be called from many different call sites, the maximum number of contexts could exceed the allowable encoding range.

In our work, the way to handle PLT calls is similar to normal calls. The PLT call edges are added in the call graph only as needed at runtime. Initially, all PLT calls are patched with invocations to the runtime handler. In the handler, we first get the real target address of the PLT call. The edge between the call site and the real target is added to the call graph, but that edge is not encoded until the next re-encoding process. After that, code to save and restore the encoding context (as shown in Figure 2(b)) are generated and patched.

5.2 Tail Calls

In compilers, tail call elimination is a common optimization. To compute the encodings, instructions are inserted before and after function calls. If the encoding algorithm is implemented on source level, tail call optimizations of compiler will not take place. Therefore, in several existing related works, such as PCCE [18], there are no tail calls in the selected test programs.

In Figure 7(a), CD is a tail call. Assume the invocation order is ACDFABDF. Because function D will return directly to function A instead of C, the instrumented code “id=1” will not execute. After ACDF is returned, the encoding value in A is 1. This will lead to incorrect encodings for subsequent call paths. For example, path ABDF would be encoded as 1 while the correct encoding should be 0.

Our solution is presented in Figure 7(b). Analyzing the context encoding method, we can observe that the encoding context is identical before and after an invocation. For tail call edges that cannot be encoded with 0, we store and restore the encoding context in the caller of the function which contains a tail call. We use another helper stack (we call it TcStack in this paper) to save encoding values before a tail call. Unlike ccStack, the content in TcStack is not required for decoding the contexts, so it will not increase the overhead while recording the calling contexts. As illustrated in Figure 7(b) (in the example, edge CD is a tail call), instructions to store and restore the encoding context before tail call are instrumented on edge AC.

Like normal calls, tail calls are added to the call graph after their first invocations. In the runtime handler, we modify the instrumented code of current function’s caller and update the TcStack. Before re-encoding, the instrumented code of tail calls would be "ccStack.push(<id,cs,target>)". In this case, the address of ccStack’s top entry would be also stored in TcStack.

To handle tail calls via indirect branches, all indirect branches are also instrumented to get the branch targets. If the target of an indirect branch is out of current function, that indirect edge will be treated as tail call.

5.3 Encoding Multi-threaded Program

To correctly encode a multi-threaded program, we utilize thread local storage (TLS) to compute the context identifier at runtime. TLS allocates variables so that there is one instance of the variable per extant thread. TLS is supported by most architectures, such as IA-32, X86-64, IA-
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The ccStack used to encode the recursive path and indirect invocation path should also be allocated within the TLS section. However, the required size of ccStack may vary widely for different threads. To reduce the space overhead, ccStack should be created sparingly. Initially, we don’t allocate memory for ccStack (the pointer variable which points to the ccStack should be within TLS section). Therefore, if ccStack is accessed for the first time, an access violation trap will be raised. In the trap handler, we allocate memory space for ccStack. Furthermore, the bottom of ccStack is protected to detect stack overflow.

To recover the full calling contexts of multi-threaded program, we collect thread creation and work migration information at runtime. For Pthreads programs, we will intercept function clone and record the thread creation information at runtime. While decoding the contexts, the sub-path to create the current thread is also decoded.

6.1 Experimental framework

We implemented DACCE as a shared library (dacce.so) on Linux. We use the environment variable LD_PRELOAD to intercept the _libc_start_main routine (within which the main function is called). In the intercepted routine, a call graph that contains only function "main" is constructed, and the function "main" is instrumented to capture all function calls invoked in "main" at runtime. After that, the real _libc_start_main routine is invoked and the execution starts.

To verify the correctness and effectiveness of DACCE, we implement a sample module with libpfm4 [9] in our system. Libpfm4 is a helper library for the performance monitoring events provided by the hardware or the OS kernel. In our system, we periodically sample the program and record the context identifiers at the sample points. We also capture the calling contexts with a stack-walking method. The calling contexts obtained by the two methods are cross validated after program ends.

To compare with PCCE [18], we also simulate PCCE in our system. We first use Pin [13] to profile the targets of indirect calls and the invocation frequency of all edges with the same input as in real runs to give PCCE a full potential of profiling. In real runs, we will first add indirect edges in the call graph and adjust the encoding of call edges according to the profiled data.

6.2 Platform and benchmarks

All experiments are performed on a 2-way Intel Xeon server, and each processor is a 1.87GHz Intel Xeon E7-4807. The SPEC CPU2006 and Parsec 2.1 [4] are used as the benchmarks to evaluate DACCE. The SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks were compiled by the Intel C++ Compiler 11.0, and the "-ipo -O3 -no-prec-div -xSSE4.2" compiler optimization option is used. For Parsec 2.1, the gcc-pthreads version of the precompiled binary distributions is used. In the experiments, SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite uses the ref input set, and Parsec 2.1 benchmark suite uses the native input set.

6.3 Characteristics of benchmarks

Table 1 presents the characteristics of the benchmarks used to evaluate DACCE. For each program, the table lists the number of nodes (Nodes) and edges (Edges) in the call graph, the maximum ID (i.e. context identifier) required in the call graph (MaxID), the frequency of ccStack operations (ccStack/s), and the average depth of ccStack (depth) for both PCCE and DACCE. Column "gTS" (abbreviation of gTimeStamps) and "costs" list the number of times that the re-encoding process is triggered and the time cost in re-encoding processes respectively. The last column "calls/s" shows the invocation frequency of function calls at runtime.

We can observe that the ccStack are frequently accessed (due to recursive calls and indirect calls) in some programs, such as 400.perlb benchmarks, 483.xalancbmk, and 453.povray. In our system, we use a 64bit context identifier. For PCCE, there are still several benchmarks which could not be encoded within a 64-bit ID like 400.perlb and 403.gcc. To fit the maxID of these programs into 64-bits, some edges that are never invoked in real runs (according to the profiled data) are deleted. As the data shows, the required encoding space is significantly reduced with DACCE since only the contexts that are invoked at runtime are encoded.

For most benchmarks, the average depth of ccStack is 0. This means that the call path can be encoded into one ID without using the ccStack most of the time. However, 445.gobmk and 483.Xalancbmk have several recursive invocations occurring on the frequently executed path, so the ccStack has a nontrivial depth.

6.4 Experimental Results of DACCE

The runtime overhead of PCCE and DACCE is shown in Figure 8. As the data shows, for most benchmarks, the runtime overhead of PCCE and DACCE are comparable. However, for 400.perlb benchmark, 483.xalancbmk and x264, PCCE incurs higher overhead than DACCE even when profiled with the same input sets as in real runs. We can observe from Table 1 that the ccStack is more frequently accessed with PCCE for 400.perlb and 483.xalancbmk. This is because edges that are never invoked in real runs may still cause some edges to be identified as back edges in a complete call graph. In DACCE, only the edges invoked at runtime are added in call graph, so the cold edges will not affect the encodings of hot edges. For x264, the reason is that several frequently invoked indirect calls have a large number of targets. In section 3.2, we have discussed that if an indirect call has a large number of targets, it may incur many extra comparisons for each invocation. In DACCE, an instrumentation method was developed to cope with this issue (as introduced in section 3.2).

For some benchmarks, such as 458.sjeng, 433.milc and 434.zephyrmp, the overhead of DACCE is slightly higher than PCCE. As illustrated in section 6.1, PCCE depends on static profiling to drive encoding. For these benchmarks, the profiles used are very representative. DACCE uses dynamic profiling which incurs some runtime overhead. Therefore, for benchmarks whose offline profiling is representative, the advantage of using dynamic profiling diminishes. However, even in such cases, the runtime overhead incurred in of DACCE is still relatively low.

As shown in the figures, the average runtime overhead
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>PCCE</th>
<th>DACCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nodes</td>
<td>edges</td>
<td>MaxID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400.perlbench</td>
<td>1468</td>
<td>21063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401.bzip2</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>2422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>402.gcc</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>50069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>429.mcf</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>445.gobmk</td>
<td>2275</td>
<td>13987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>456.hmmer</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>1618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>458.sjeng</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>462.libquantum</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>464.r264elf</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>2609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>471.omnetpp</td>
<td>1706</td>
<td>11981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>473.atar</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>482.xalancbmk</td>
<td>12355</td>
<td>40392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>416.bwaves</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>2189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>416.gamess</td>
<td>2442</td>
<td>50080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>433.milc</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>434.remap</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>3598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>435.gromacs</td>
<td>619</td>
<td>2919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>436.cactus</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>6334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>437.leslie3d</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>3247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>444.namd</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>445.dealII</td>
<td>9395</td>
<td>30204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450.soplex</td>
<td>784</td>
<td>1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>454.povray</td>
<td>1644</td>
<td>12056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>454.sca</td>
<td>1009</td>
<td>8307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>459.gemsFD</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>5076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>460.tonto</td>
<td>2124</td>
<td>34717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>470.bm</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>481.wrf</td>
<td>1304</td>
<td>17330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>482.phx</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>1570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blackscholes</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodytrack</td>
<td>1310</td>
<td>11047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>facesim</td>
<td>9215</td>
<td>24347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluidanimate</td>
<td>2108</td>
<td>6429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raytrace</td>
<td>791</td>
<td>21577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swapsations</td>
<td>2173</td>
<td>6372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vips</td>
<td>8595</td>
<td>25002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>3299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>canneal</td>
<td>2191</td>
<td>6733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dedup</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>streamcluster</td>
<td>2182</td>
<td>6150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 8:** The runtime overhead for SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks and Parsec 2.1
is about 2.5% and 2% for PCCE and DACCE respectively. There are several benchmarks which have a relatively higher overhead. Compared to Table 1, we can see that the programs which suffer significant performance degradation are exactly the programs which have high frequency of function call invocations and ccStack operations. That is, the overhead of PCCE and DACCE are closely related to the invocation frequency of function calls, especially the invocation frequency of recursive calls.

Figure 9 shows the progress of encodings using DACCE method in the figure, the x-axis is the number of collected context encodings. Since we collect the context encodings periodically, it can also represent the execution time of the program (the sampling period is about 0.01s). The y-axis is the number of encoded nodes/edges and the maximum encoding context ID respectively. Due to space limitation, we only present the data for four representative benchmarks in Figure 9. As the data shows, the re-encoding process is triggered slightly more frequently at the beginning, and the encoding reaches a relatively steady-state quickly. As the program executes, the encodings will be adjusted when hot call paths are changed or new call paths are invoked.

It is very interesting that the value of maximum encoding context ID decreases after the 12th re-encoding process for 483.xalancbmk. After analyzing the log file, we found that one newly identified call edge forms a recursive path in the call graph, and it causes another edge to be identified as a back edge. Coincidentally, that back edge is contained in the call path with the maximum encoding context ID. Since that back edge is not encoded in the later re-encoding process, the value of maximum encoding context ID decreases.

Figure 10 shows the cumulative distributions of the depth of the call stack (i.e., the length of full call path) and ccStack. We present several representative results. In the figure, each diagram corresponds to one selected benchmark. The x-axis is the stack depth needed to represent the calling context and y-axis shows the cumulative percentage of dynamic context instances during execution of which the depth is smaller than the given stack depth. If a curve ascends to 100% very quickly, it means that most contexts for that benchmark could be stored within a small space. The graph for 459.GemsFDTD is typical for most programs. The ccStack is always empty while the depth of the call stack gradually ascends. For 483.xalancbmk, the stack depth needed to cover 90% of contexts is about 7200, which is large. This is because the recursive call paths are invoked frequently in 483.xalancbmk, and it results in a relatively larger call stack depth.
in practice is rather limited. Therefore, the application of PCCE requires points-to analysis and static profiling to take care of insufficient encoding space and handle function pointers, and it cannot encode the call paths in dynamically loaded libraries. To handle insufficient encoding space and reduce the overhead, profiling runs are needed. This adds extra burden on users, and makes it difficult to use. Moreover, its runtime overhead of stack-walking is to build a calling context tree (CCT) for a sub-path is unique, and it can be decoded correctly.

Another approach that trades accuracy for reduced overhead is to compute a probabilistic that only calls context (PCC) [7]. It instruments function calls to compute a hash value that represents the current calling context. The context information obtained by this method is probabilistic and is likely to provide a unique identifier for context. However, without runtime information, it is difficult to map the context identifier to call paths. Recent work [5] presents a method to reconstruct the calling context from hashed numeric identifiers. It uses the static call graph and dynamic information to decode the calling context. To reduce the runtime overhead, it only collects dynamic information at infrequently executed callsites. However, this may cause reconstruction to fail. On average, the runtime overhead is 10% to 20%.

Precise Calling Context Encoding (PCCE) [18] is a recently proposed encoding method to uniquely represent the current context of any execution point using a number of integer identifiers (IDs). It adopts the efficient path profiling encoding approach proposed by Ball and Larus [3] and adjusts it for call path encoding. PCCE offers a non-probabilistic approach. The runtime overhead of PCCE is very low. However, it is a static encoding method. PCCE requires points-to analysis and static profiling to take care of insufficient encoding space and handle function pointers, and it cannot encode the call paths in dynamically loaded libraries. To handle insufficient encoding space and reduce the overhead, profiling runs are needed. This adds extra burden on users, and makes it difficult to use. Moreover, its source level instrumentation approach would interfere with compiler optimizations. Therefore, the application of PCCE in practice is rather limited.

In practical path profiling [6], it uses the encoding space \([N + 1, 3N + 1]\) to encode cold paths (\(N\) is the maximum encoding id after deleting cold edge in the control graph). The computed path id of a cold path is not unique. In our paper, we use encoding space \([\maxID + 1, 2^{*}\maxID + 1]\) in a different way. In DACCE, a full call path may be divided into several sub-paths, and we use the numbers in the range of \([\maxID + 1, 2^{*}\maxID + 1]\) to indicate if there is an unencoded call edge in the current sub-path. The path id for a sub-path is unique, and it can be decoded correctly.

8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose DACCE, a dynamic and adaptive encoding method, which can encode the calling contexts of both single-threaded and multi-threaded programs. DACCE is built on top of existing context encoding algorithms but differs from them. Existing algorithms must deal with complete call graphs, while DACCE deals with incomplete call graphs with adaptive encoding. DACCE adopts dynamic binary instrumentation so that the power of calling contexts can be expanded to more applications including applications linked with dynamically shared libraries, multi-threaded and single threaded applications coded in various programming languages. Furthermore, DACCE can avoid limitations of source code instrumentation such as the impact on compiler optimizations. Due to its dynamic nature, DACCE avoids training runs collecting static profiles as static encoding methods do. With expanded functionalities, most readers might be concerned whether a much higher runtime overhead would appear. DACCE has effectively used dynamic profiles of indirect call targets to handle indirect call paths and used compression techniques to handle recursive calls. Its runtime overhead is even less than the PCCE encoding based on the test of our DACCE prototype with SPEC 2006 and Parsec 2.1. We are currently integrating DACCE with several debugging and performance analysis tools as well as some open source tools for multi-threaded applications. We believe with DACCE, the benefit of precise calling contexts can greatly influence many software development and testing tools.
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